AGENDA

« CDG HOS – SPIRITS SECTOR »
in Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
11th floor
Meeting room: A
on Friday 13 April, 2018, from 09:30 to 13:00

1. New application AGM – "Advanced Gateway to EU Meetings" to deal with meetings invitations, accreditations and reimbursements of travel expenses for Commission Committees and Expert Groups (Information from the Commission).

2. Spirit drinks regulation - update on developments and discussion on ongoing concerns

3. Technical files for GIs - update from COM

4. Labelling - ingredient / nutrition - cross-sector submission to the Commission and specific requests from spirit sector – state of play

5. Labelling - update from COM on origin labelling (26.3) and Italy place of production

6. Taxation - developments on the review of Directive 92/83

7. Taxation - illicit alcohol, Food Integrity Project and EU tax structures

8. Taxation - update on tax discrimination complaints against Hungary and Greece (sector presentation)

9. Ireland - public health bill

10. International trade issues: CETA and possible tax increases in Canada; China - certification by AQSIQ.

11. Reorganisation of the CDGs

12. AOB

Please send us your AOB questions in due time before the meeting (e-mail: AGRI-MARKET-CDG@ec.europa.eu).